Experimental Demonstration of the Collisionless Plasmoid Instability below the Ion Kinetic Scale during Magnetic Reconnection
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The spontaneous formation of magnetic islands is observed in driven, antiparallel magnetic reconnection on the Terrestrial Reconnection Experiment. We here provide direct experimental evidence that the plasmoid instability is active at the electron scale inside the ion diffusion region in a low collisional regime. The experiments show the island formation occurs at a smaller system size than predicted by extended magnetohydrodynamics or fully collisionless simulations. This more effective seeding of magnetic islands emphasizes their importance to reconnection in naturally occurring 3D plasmas.
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Magnetic reconnection is defined as the rearrangement of magnetic field line topology in the presence of a plasma, permitting magnetic stress to be released in often explosive events [1]. Although the details of how reconnection occurs in nature are still not fully understood, reconnection is believed to drive a range of phenomena including solar flares [2] and magnetic substorms in the Earth’s magnetosphere [3]. Resistive fluid models (resistive magnetohydrodynamics) show that as the resistivity of the plasma is decreased to a sufficiently low value reconnection will transition from a slow regime characterized by Sweet-Parker reconnection [4,5] into a much faster regime characterized by the formation of magnetic islands [6], also called plasmoids. Based on work using primarily 2D fluid models, it has been theorized that the island instability is responsible for the onset of solar flares [7]. Furthermore, the subsequent coalescence of magnetic islands may provide an effective mechanism for the generation of superthermal electrons [8]. From theory, it is expected that the magnetic island instability becomes effective when reconnection current layers become much larger than the length scales associated with the ion dynamics. In contrast, in this Letter we provide direct experimental evidence that the magnetic island instability is active when the current layer is at length scales associated with the electrons.

The plasma regimes where plasmoids (or multiple X-line reconnection) are expected can be laid out using a phase diagram developed by Daughton and Roytershteyn [9] as a function of the Lundquist number $S$ and the normalized system size $L/\lambda$, where $S = \mu_0 L_{CS} V_A / \eta$, $L_{CS}$ is the size of the current sheet, $V_A$ is the Alfvén speed evaluated using the reconnection magnetic field, and $\eta$ is the plasma resistivity. Here, $\lambda = \min(d_i, \rho_i)$ characterizes the ion dynamics length scale as the smaller of the ion skin depth $d_i = c/\omega_p i$ or the ion sound Larmor radius $\rho_i = [m_i(T_i + T_e)]^{1/2}/eB$. Figure 1 displays this phase diagram, summarizing the current theoretical and numerical understanding of reconnection dynamics.

Collisional reconnection becomes susceptible to magnetic island formation above a critical Lundquist number $S_{crit} = 10^4$ [10], marked by the horizontal green line. As the collisionality decreases and the Sweet-Parker current layer width approaches the appropriate ion kinetic scale [11,12] a transition to collisionless reconnection occurs, dominated by kinetic effects. This regime is indicated above the solid black line [13]. Though there is no analytic theory, large scale particle-in-cell simulations indicate the presence of multiple X lines above a critical system size $L_{crit}/\lambda \sim 40$.

FIG. 1. Theoretical phase diagram indicating different regimes of reconnection where multiple X lines separated by plasmoids are expected for both collisional and collisionless reconnection as a function of the Lundquist number and the normalized system size. The shaded regions map out accessible plasma parameters of both TREX and MRX. Other notable results from tearing experiments are marked with red ovals. The results presented here fall into the collisionless regime where multiple X lines are not expected from theory.
the vertical orange line, during collisionless magnetic reconnection [14,15].

The existence of magnetic islands is well documented through in situ observations [16–18] under fully collisionless conditions in the Earth’s magnetotail and can also be observed during solar flare events [19,20]. Transient reconnection can also lead to small scale magnetic substructures at secondary reconnection sites many \( d_i \) from the central X line [21,22]. In laboratory experiments, direct observation of secondary magnetic islands has been limited due to the inability to reach the critical parameters predicted by theory. The recent inclusion of a semicollisional region [23] likely accounts for some of the islands observed in the Magnetic Reconnection eXperiment (MRX) [24]. Additionally, studies of electron layer tearing have been done on linear experimental devices at large guide field and small reconnection magnetic field values, placing these experiments in a low-\( S \) and high-\( L/\lambda \) regime [25,26]. In contrast, the magnetic islands discussed here are sufficiently collisionless and develop at such small normalized current layer lengths that their occurrence is unexpected based on theory.

The new Terrestrial Reconnection EXperiment (TREX) is in operation at the Wisconsin Plasma Astrophysics Laboratory [27]. Figure 2(a) shows a 3D rendering of the 3 m diameter spherical vacuum vessel with the TREX hardware implemented. A toroidal cross section of the vessel is shown in Fig. 2(b) in which the defined RZ plane, with the positive toroidal direction pointing out of the plane, is used for all future plots. For the present experiments, helium plasmas are initiated by biasing LaB\(_6\) electrodes at the edge of the vessel. The basic configuration includes a steady, axial magnetic field from an external Helmholtz coil and no applied guide field in the toroidal direction. In addition, two 2 m diameter coils at \( Z = \pm 20 \) cm are installed inside the vacuum vessel. During the initial phase of coil energization, new magnetic flux surfaces expand rapidly away from the coils and a reconnection current sheet forms where the oppositely directed magnetic flux pushes against the Helmholtz field. As the current in the internal coils is rapidly increased, the reconnection layer migrates toward the center of the device. The resulting vacuum field is sketched in Fig. 2(b). The setup is nominally 2D due to the axisymmetry of the device about the Z axis, but 3D effects can develop freely during the reconnection process, as in any experiment. The facility allows for experimentation with plasmas in a parameter regime where collisions do not influence the momentum balance between the electrons and ions.

The main diagnostic is a magnetic flux array outlined in Fig. 2. Similar to previous reconnection experiments [28], the flux array measures the magnetic flux function \( \Psi \) on a grid of \( 16 \times 9 \) simple Faraday pickup loops. The grid has 16 positions from 0 to 80 cm in \( R \) and nine positions covering \(-30 \) to 50 cm in \( Z \), where the widths of each loop are proportional to \( R \). Because of this symmetry, the loops directly measure \( \Psi = \Psi(R,Z) - \Psi(R_0,Z_0) = \int_{R_0}^R R' \vec{B}_Z(R',Z)dR' \), where \( \Psi(R_0,Z_0) = 0 \) by definition. \( \Psi \) can then be numerically integrated to get the full magnetic flux function. In addition, a linear array of ten three-axis magnetic probes measures magnetic signals in a separate toroidal plane, offset by 15°. Values for the plasma density and temperature are measured by a probe with 16 closely spaced Langmuir tips individually biased from \( \pm 120 \) V, allowing the full IV characteristics to be obtained with a 2 MHz resolution at the location of the probe.

For the event presented in Fig. 3, the reconnection drive was applied at \( t = 0 \) s and the reconnection current layer was observed at \( R \approx 0.45 \) m for \( t \approx 145 \) \( \mu \)s. Based on the measurement of \( \Psi \), key profiles characterizing the reconnection process are readily computed, including the \( B_Z \) magnetic field and the out-of-plane current density \( J_\phi \).
shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The contours of $\Psi$ provide the instantaneous geometry of the in-plane magnetic field lines. The current layer in Fig. 3(b) separates two inflow regions of oppositely directed magnetic fields. We note how the TREX configuration allows for long current layers to form without the reconnection exhausts being obstructed by downstream obstacles and associated pressure build-up influencing the reconnection rate [29].

The quadrupolar Hall magnetic fields, transverse to the reconnecting plane, are clearly present in Fig. 3(c) and serve as a signature of two-fluid reconnection [30]. They are generated by the Hall currents resulting when the ion and electron fluids decouple inside the ion diffusion region, which has a characteristic width of an ion skin depth. The Hall fields have been observed in situ by spacecraft [31] and previous laboratory experiments in MRX [32].

Similar to configurations in the solar wind [33] and in the dayside magnetopause [34], the reconnection layer in TREX plasmas exhibits strong asymmetries in kinetic profiles across the current sheet. Using the temperature probe described earlier, time profiles of number density $n_e$ and electron temperature $T_e$ at $R \sim 0.45$ m and $Z \sim 0.0$ m were obtained as displayed in Fig. 3(d). In addition, the profiles of $B_Z$ and $J_\phi$ in Fig. 3(e) were inferred from the flux array data at the location of the temperature probe. Together, these profiles show asymmetric reconnection with an enhanced plasma density $n_1 \sim 2 \times 10^{18}$ m$^{-3}$ on the low-field side of the reconnection layer, $B_{Z1} \sim -1.5$ mT, compared to $n_2 \sim 4 \times 10^{17}$ m$^{-3}$ on the high-field side, $B_{Z2} \sim 3$ mT. We note that the asymmetries in the profile of $B_\phi$ in Fig. 3(c) are consistent with the expectations for asymmetric reconnection [35] where the Hall fields are most pronounced on the side of the current layer with the largest $B_Z$.

The out-of-plane inductive electric field $E_\phi$ is also easily computed from the magnetic flux function. The value of $E_\phi$ at the $X$ point is taken as the reconnection electric field $E_{rec} \sim 15$ V/m and characterizes the fast reconnection rate on TREX. In the absence of magnetic island dynamics, the observed reconnection electric field is approximately $E_{rec} \sim 15$ V/m. Following the formalism of previous experimental investigations we may then infer an effective resistivity $\eta' = E_{rec}/J_\phi$ from the observed electron temperature of $T_e \sim 10$ eV within the current layer, the transverse Spitzer resistivity is $\eta_{sp} \sim 8.8 \times 10^{-6}$ Ohm. Thus, the ratio of the effective resistivity to the Spitzer value ($\eta' / \eta_{sp}$) is larger by about a factor of 10 compared to those observed in MRX [11]. We also note the reconnection electric field is well above the Dreicer limit $E_D = (m_e T_e)^{1/2} / e \sim 2.5$ V/m, where the acceleration of the electrons outweighs the collisional drag, confirming that TREX operates deeper in the collisionless regime, as indicated in Fig. 1.

The reconnection geometry can be characterized by a set of dimensionless parameters appropriate to asymmetric reconnection [36]. We use the electron density $n_e \sim 10^{18}$ m$^{-3}$ observed in the center of the current layer to evaluate the typical electron and ion skin depths, $d_e \sim 0.006$ m and $d_i \sim 0.54$ m. Thus, the size of the experiment is about $L_{exp} \sim 5d_i$, while the half length of the current layer is $L_j \sim 0.7d_i$. Normalized to the electron length, we note that $L_j/d_e \sim 90$ is similar to that observed in kinetic simulations. Meanwhile, the observed normalized half width of the current layer $\delta_j/d_e \sim 8$ is wider than what is observed in kinetic simulations, but similar to other reconnection experiments [37]. To evaluate the relevant Alfvén speed for the asymmetric configuration we follow the convention of Ref. [36], $V_{A,asy} = (B_1 B_2 (B_1 + B_2)/[\mu_0 m_i (n_1 B_2 + n_2 B_1)])^{1/2} \sim 20$ km/s. We may then calculate the Lundquist number $S = 2L_j \mu_0 V_{A,asy}/n_{sp} \sim 10^3$, where we have used $2L_j \sim 0.7$ m for the full length of the current layer. The phase diagram in Fig. 1 is updated with the measured values from these experiments. Furthermore, the typical $E_{rec}$ is larger than the expected Cassak-Shay reconnection electric field [36], $E_{rec}/E_{CS} \sim 3$, where $E_{CS} = (2\delta_j/L_j) V_{A,asy} B_1_B_2/(B_1 + B_2) \sim 6$ V/m.

Of particular interest from the recent experiments is the spontaneous formation and ejection of often multiple magnetic islands from within a single reconnection layer. As an example, Figs. 4(a)–4(f) provide snapshots of the plasma current density overlaid with contours of constant $\Psi$ during one of these events. Initially, the reconnection current layer is formed as in Fig. 3(b). Figures 4(a) and 4(b) then show the reconnection of the two X lines within the current sheet forming the first plasmoid, where the
contours in Fig. 4(c) make a closed loop \( \sim 0.1d_i \) wide. Because of the magnetic tension, the plasmoid is subsequently ejected, corresponding to a sharp decline in the current density. After the current density recovers and the layer continues to reconnect, a second plasmoid is formed and then ejected in a similar manner. With \( S \sim 1000 \) and \( L_\parallel/d_i \sim 1 \) it should be expected that our experiment will fall deeply into a regime of single X-line, collisionless reconnection, and yet plasmoids are clearly present.

The observed island behavior shows explosive and dynamic modifications to the reconnection process. To provide an overview of how the island influences the reconnection process, Figs. 4(g) and 4(h) show \( J_\phi \) and \( E_\phi \) evaluated on the evolving midplane. The locations of X lines are shown as the solid black lines, while the locations of O points are marked as the solid red lines. The formation and ejection of magnetic islands are responsible for the strong variations in these profiles. First, as the islands grow and their currents increase, \( E_\phi \) is reduced. Then, as the islands are ejected, large spikes in \( E_\phi \) are observed. In fact, at \( t \sim 128 \mu s \) when the island is ejected and the current in the layer declines, the inductive \( E_\phi \) spikes from 10 to 50 V/m (saturating the applied color scale). The same pattern is observed again as the second island forms at a later time. A similar modification to the reconnection rate due to island dynamics has been observed in simulations and demonstrates their importance to the overall dynamics of the reconnection process [14].

To standardize our analysis of multiple discharges, we characterize the plasma parameters observed at the middle of the current layers, where \( B_Z = 0 \), for each time point. To illustrate this, Fig. 4(i) displays \( \Psi \) evaluated as a function of \( Z \) along the midplane (indicated by the black dashed line) observed at \( t = 134 \mu s \). The two X lines of Fig. 4(f) are identified as the local maxima of the curve in Fig. 4(i). The center of the island is characterized by the local minimum in Fig. 4(i) (marked by the red “O”). We define the difference in the flux between the O point and the X point of an island, \( \Delta \Psi \), as a measure for the size of the island.

One or more magnetic islands are observed in 42 of the 85 similar discharges considered (a total of 81 islands are counted overall). To investigate the statistical properties of the magnetic island occurrence we analyze the island sizes observed in this ensemble of discharges. As shown in Fig. 4(j), the distribution of island sizes is well characterized by an exponential fit or, if the first data point is ignored due to the finite resolution of our magnetic diagnostics, a power-law fit.

In summary, we have observed electron scale magnetic islands being produced in a low collisional plasma for...
current layers around one ion skin depth long, conflicting with the current understanding of plasmoid dynamics. Because magnetic islands are a fundamental ingredient in models for electron energization and increased reconnection dynamics, their high occurrence rate at these small scales suggests that magnetic islands may be seeded within larger systems, such as solar flares, much more effectively than suggested by present theoretical models.
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